Specialists in the design and manufacture of glass cubicle systems.

**CARVART** is a creative solutions company specializing in architectural glass products and hardware systems. We work with architects and designers to provide color and choice for personal creative expression.

**PROSPEC** has over 30 years of experience in engineering and constructing the aluminum hardware cubicle systems that we attach our tempered glass fronts onto. Together we’re exceeding the demand for creative cubicles.
Cubicles are frameless panel systems, in which we utilize specially designed components to avoid the normal problems experienced when panels only are relied upon for system strength. According to type, a wide range of colors or patterns in laminated glass can be incorporated. CARVART’s expertise is in the design and manufacturing of cubicle hardware systems, complemented by the various glass panels.

CARVART offers ADA accessible cubicles. The minimum maneuvering space inside cubicles with grab rails is an 18” diameter, with 22” recommended for shower and changing cubicles. Compliant door furniture includes grab handles in colored nylon or anodized aluminum. Doors, frames and surrounds are available in numerous color variations to assist the visually impaired.

Integral fixed or folding seating and grab bars are mounted directly to cubicle partitions. Freestanding and wall-mounted bench seating and coat hooks can be provided in matching materials. Most cubicle systems have the option of a bonded floor attachment to avoid any damage to surfaces on waterproof membranes. Available on new and refurbished installations.

*Our cubicles don’t only look good, they have a proven lifecycle too.*

---

**Leisure Club Use**
Health and fitness, spa, leisure facilities, golf clubs, little or no probability of vandalism. Frequent careful cleaning, good supervision, regular maintenance.

**Wet/Dry Area**
High volume public areas, unsupervised 24/7 use, includes any of the following: low maintenance, frequent wet cleaning or hosing down, within a poolside environment.

**Dry Area**
Cubicles mounted on wood or carpet flooring, low use private facilities, most types of offices, hotel washrooms, where careful cleaning and regular maintenance will take place.
Cloud

Full Height Glass Cubicles
Cloud is simply a wall of glass, creating a system that is only noticeable from the surrounding reflection of light with a discreet and simple lock indicator plate. Designed for use in commercial toilet areas, with aluminum door furniture as standard attachment and the innovative use of high strength resins, with secondary mechanical fixings within the glass, for hanging the glass doors.

**Features:**
- Designed for multiple cubicles runs.
- Concealed hardware.
- Choice of different anodized color finishes.
- Full height up to 8 feet.
- Tempered and laminated privacy glass.
- Choice of 24 standard glass colors.
- Fully adjustable floor channels allow for leveling.
- Rebated glass doors provide a fully concealed toilet cubicle.
- Emergency release mechanism, built into the cubicle lock.
Cube

Full Height Glass Cubicles
Cube is a full height glass cubicle system, utilizing the Cabrillant fundamentals developed over 30 years ago. It has been consistently improved and updated, and is now accepted as the benchmark for the use of glass in commercial toilets, showers, and changing areas. There is a vast range of anodized aluminum fittings that are specifically engineered for use with tempered laminated glass panels. Other systems are often an adaption of components intended for other types of non-glass panels, without essential provisions to cope with the use of tempered glass when used in cubicle construction. Cube is available with a unique bonded floor attachment system that avoids screws penetrating through the tiles with potential damage to new or existing membranes — a vital element to be incorporated in refurbishment projects.

**Features:**
- Designed for multiple cubicle runs.
- The Cube frameless system is engineered to disperse stress with particular emphasis on the method of attaching the components to glass.
- This includes mechanical and friction fit, combined with high strength adhesives.
- The 20 micron thickness anodized aluminum finish is ideal for use in wet areas which require frequent cleaning.
- Available with or without doors.
- Cubicles without doors have a small front pilaster panel to protect the front edge of divider panels for safety reasons. As well as the continuous head rail to maintain stability.
- Panels shown are tempered laminated glass.
Cabrillant
Freestanding Glass Cubicles
Cabrillant is the original glass panel cubicle system, developed over 30 years ago. It has been consistently improved and updated, and is now accepted as the benchmark for the use of glass in commercial toilets, showers, and changing areas. There is a vast range of anodized aluminum fittings that are specifically engineered for use with tempered laminated glass panels. Other systems are often an adaption of components intended for other types of non-glass panels, without essential provisions to cope with the use of tempered glass when used in cubicle construction. Available with a unique bonded floor attachment system that avoids screws penetrating through the tiles with potential damage to new or existing membranes — a vital element to be incorporated in refurbishment projects.

**Features:**
- Support legs are attached to the front pilaster, or attached to the partition panel giving a floating appearance.
- Designed for multiple cubicles runs.
- The Cabrillant frameless system is engineered to disperse stress with particular emphasis on the method of attaching the components to glass.
- This includes mechanical and friction fit, combined with high strength adhesives.
- Critical positions within the cubicles where stress and movement occur, have fixings which do not require the glass to be drilled.
- The 20 micron thickness anodized aluminum finish is ideal for use in wet areas which require frequent cleaning.
- Available with or without doors.
- Cubicles without doors have a small front pilaster panel to protect the front edge of divider panels for safety reasons. As well as the continuous head rail to maintain stability.
- Panels shown are tempered laminated glass.
Colors

Door Fronts

GLASS

WHITE
BLACK
C025
C029
C036
C039
C043
C045
C049
C053
C056
C069
C082
C083
C088
C098
C099
C109
C110
C112
C120
C131
C140
C151
CARVART has curated glass colors and anodized aluminum finishes to assist in your design process. Should you require more options, contact CARVART sales or your representative, and we will partner with you to select from the other colors that are available.

### Glass Colors
Available in 24 standard colors, other RAL and PANTONE® may be available subject to approval of samples.

The colors reproduced in this brochure have been matched as closely as print technology allows.

### Hardware Finishes
The cubicle systems are available in a clear anodized aluminum finish. Black is available for Cloud only.

It is recommended that you obtain actual samples prior to final specification or use.

### Interiors
Interior glass doors and center partitions come standard in black or white.

### Exteriors
Exterior glass doors are available in the standard 24 colors as well as Metallic and Wood.

Consult with your CARVART representative for additional options.
Materials

Tempered Laminated Glass
Door Fronts
Metallic
Authentic metallic mesh interlayers with varying colors, screen openings and textures allow you to create a bold and cutting edge design for your exterior cubicle applications. Featuring moisture resistance with great acoustical ratings.

All interlayers are opaque to provide privacy for cubicle users.

Wood
Our opaque wood interlayers are organic, natural wood veneers that have been chosen for their sustainability and variety. The beauty of wood combined with the durability of glass creates a highly functional surface.

Styles with R names are reconstituted wood veneers.
Details
CARVART glass cubicle systems are highly engineered, design forward and distinctly aesthetic. Standard hardware accommodates all possible conditions, including in-swing and out-swing doors, standard ADA fixtures, locks and toilet accessories. Limitless cubicle sizes and configurations are available.

**Details**

- **Cloud**
  - Full height
  - Concealed hardware

- **Cube**
  - Full height
  - Exposed hardware

- **Cabrillant 600**
  - Front leg support

- **Cabrillant 700**
  - Recessed leg support
Accessories

COMBINATION UNIT

SEAT COVER

DOUBLE ROLL

SINGLE ROLL

0481

B-221

B-386

B-2888

B-663

5263
CARVART has curated options for toilet accessories from major manufacturers to coordinate with and complement our glass toilet cubicle system aesthetic. Consult with your CARVART representative for all available selections.
CUBICLES

The design and aesthetical appearance of a glass partition system is an excellent complement to health and fitness clubs, hotels, office spaces and commercial facilities. Carvart's frameless glass cubicles are available with floor to ceiling glass or in a freestanding floating option. Precision hardware has been designed and engineered to provide durable functionality with minimalist visual appeal.

SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE

HARDWARE: 10 CUBICLES
SYSTEM: CLOUD
GLASS EXTERIOR: C043
GLASS INTERIOR: WHITE
VIEW: O (OPAQUE)
FINISH: SATIN ALUMINUM

FUNCTION

Privacy, luminosity, sound reduction

APPLICATION

Health and fitness clubs, spas, offices, schools, healthcare, public spaces

FINISH

Satin aluminum or powder coated

SPECIFICATION

Contact your Carvart sales representative or our engineering department for technical information and options